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Abstract 

'VEB-BASED DI~:TRIBUTED SIMULATION 

I':uo-Chi Lin 
Institute for :;imulation and Training 

University of Central Florida 
Orlando, FL 32826 

The multi-user virtual environment is a computer-generated synthetic world on 

the network where users can navigate and interact with each other in the same virtual 

world. The World Wide Web (WWW) environment is a client/server architecture 

composed of various server sites to form a global database web over the Internet. 

Since the existing WWW browsers have difficulty to create an interactive multi-user 

virtual world, the SharedWeb system, a three-dimensional web browsing system, is 

designed to support the interactions among the clients over the WWW environment. 

This report describes the design and implementation of SharedWeb. 

The SharedWeb system has the following features that are necessary for the 

seamless integration between a multi-llser interactive system and the WWW 

environment. 1. The user can downlold a scene file from any WWW server with the 

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 2. The SharedWeb system provides the 

hyperlink feature to retrieve various media resources that are supported by the WWW 

environment. 3. The SharedWeb system can handle information exchange between 

1 
HTML documents and the objects inside a virtual world. 4. The SharedWeb system 

server itself is an add-on of an existing WWW server. 5. The user can directly enter a 

virtual world through the WWW server from which the scene file is downloaded. 

The SharedWeb system has been successfully tested in both the Local Area 

Network (LAN) and Wide Area Netw)rk ("VAN) environment. The SharedWeb 

system uses the Dead Reckoning tech 1ique to reduce the network traffic created by 

the interactions among the users, and:o maintain the interactivity even when the 
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congested Internet delays the PDUs. i\.fter receiving a delayed PDU, proper delay 

compensation and smoothing are needed to make the interaction realistic. 

1. Introduction 

Virtual environment is a technique to immerse the user into a synthetic world 

built by the computer or a remote envimnment electronically transmitted to the 

computer for the purpose of training, simulation, prototyping, design, or data 

acquisition. Due to the rapid developnent of the virtual environment technique, the 
• 

multiple-user virtual environment haslbecome a popular topic over the years. The 

multi-user virtual environment is a computer-generated synthetic world on the 

network where users can navigate and interact with each other in the same virtual 

world. The gaming industry has developed many multi-user systems over the 

Internet. An extensive survey of these existing systems can be found in Section 2. 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a project that brings a global information 

universe to the existence. [1] The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) 

project is an attempt to deliver a virtual world into the WWW environment. [2] The 

original goal of designing VRML language is to allow mUltiple participants to interact 

over the Internet. After the introducticln of the VRML language, many VRML-

supported browsers were developed, \\'hich include the WebSpace from SGI, 

WebOOGL from the Geometry Centet, AmberGL from DIVE Lab., WorldView for 

Intervista Software, Inc. With these browsers, you can view and walk through a 

virtual world described by the retrievej VRML file. However, none of these 

browsers has fulfilled the original goa of multiple-user interactivity, even for those 

browsers that have implemented VRN:L version 2.0 released in August 1996. 

In this report, the author will describe the design and implementation of 
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SharedWeb, a web browsing system n at can support the interaction among clients 

over the existent \VWWenvironment. 

2. Multi-user Browser System 

Utilizing the existing WWW envjronment to build a multi-user interactive 

system, new communication protocols need to be added to provide the interactions 

among distributed web browsers. Inst-!ad of modifying the existing HTTP protocols 

WWW is using, the goal is to design a new multi-user virtual system and seamlessly 

integrate it with the WWW architecture. For a distributed multi-user system to be 

seamlessly integrated with the WWW ~nvironment, it must have the following 

characteristics: [3] 

1. The user can download a scene file from any WWW server with the HyperText 

Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 

2. The multi-user system must provide the hyperlink feature to retrieve various media 

resources that are supported by the 'VWW environment. 

3. The multi-user system must be able to handle information exchange between 

HTML documents and the objects inside a virtual world. 

4. The multi-user system server itself i ~ an add-on of an existing WWW server. 

5. The user can directly enter a virtual world through the WWW server from which 

the scene file is downloaded. 

In summary, the seamless integration implies that the user can simply download a 

virtual scene file from the supporting WWW server, navigate through the virtual 

worlds managed by the WWW servers, and fully utilize the services provided by the 

3 
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WWW environment without the user'!, awareness. 

The researches on the, multi-user virtual environment can be classified into two 

categories: network-based and web-ba;ed virtual reality systems. The network-based 

system researchers generally focus oniProviding a large-scale environment with every 

available network techniques. On the1)ther hand, the web-base system researchers 

emphasize on providing multi-user vinual environment on top of the existent WWW 

environment. Although our work is cc ncentrated on designing a multi-user virtual 

reality system over the existent WWW environment, the techniques from the 

network-base multi-user system also p:ovide partial solutions to our work. 

The WWW environment is a client/server architecture using HTTP protocol. 

Due to the intrinsic properties of HTTP, the WWW system is a one way street that 

can not achieve interactivity among us~rs. Hence, new mechanisms and protocols 

have to be designed to support the mul:i-user interaction over the WWW 

environment. The VRML standard is an attempt to deliver the virtual world on the 

WWW environment, and its original goal is to support the interaction of multiple 

participants. However, even the VRM L version 2.0 [2] failed to define the standard 

of the multiple user interactions. Therefore, several designers of the web-based 

multi-user systems have developed their own proprietary methods to support the 

multi-user interaction. [4-5] 

Virtual Society (VS) is a research project of Sony Computer Science Laboratory, 

Inc. in attempt to define a global architecture and a set of protocols to realize a multi

user interactive 3D environment in a WWW setting. [4] It was originally based on 

the DIVE platform developed by the Swedish Institute of Computer Science. [6] The 

VS project has developed a VRML-standard virtual reality system over the WWW 

environment, called Community Place Browser. [7] The VS architecture, however, is 

4 
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not seamlessly integrated with the WWW environment. For example, the VS client 

can not enter a virtual world from the WWW server from which the scene file was 

downloaded. After a scene file is downloaded from a WWW server, the VS client 

must send a URL to that WWW serve!' to query the necessary information, such as IP 

address and port number, of the VS se ·ver. In addition, the VS server does not 

support information exchange between the HTML document and objects inside a 

virtual world. Hence, VS is an extension of the networked virtual reality system to 

the WWW environment rather than a merge of the two. 

The German National Research Center for Information Technology (GMD) has 

proposed another type of web-based rrulti-user system by defining new nodes for 

VRML standard. [5] Different from thl! VS project, the multi-user system by GMD 

does not require a multi-user server to maintain the consistency among distributed 

objects. To achieve the consistent con :rol of shared objects, GMD proposed a so

called Active Lock mechanism and tW) extension nodes, Interaction node and 

Behavior node, for the VRML standard. The research of GMD has been 

concentrating on extending the VRML standard for the multi-user interaction. Issues 

of seamless integration discussed in th! previous section still require further study. 

Scalable Platform for Large Intemctive Networked Environment (Spline) by 

Mitsubishi Electric Research Lab. (MERL) uses yet another approach to integrate the 

multi-user virtual environment with th,! WWW environment. [8] Spline is essentially 

a networked-based multi-user virtual r,!ality system that uses Interactive Sharing 

Transfer Protocol (ISTP) as its communication protocol. [9] ISTP incorporated 

several simple HTTP protocols to enahle the HTTP server to participate in multi-user 

interactions. With the help of ISTP, the Spline system provides a WWW-like virtual 

environment. However, it is not a web-based multi-user system. 

5 
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Other web-based multi-user systems that are commercially available include 

Ccpro [10] from Blaxxun interactive Corp., OnLive! Community browser [11] from 

OnLive! Technologies Inc., OZ Virtual [12] from OZ Interactive Inc. and V*Realm 

Multi-user browser [13] from Integrated Data Systems, Inc. All of the above 

browsers adopt the VRML standard as their virtual scene file format. Each of the 

above multi-user systems uses its own technique to provide interactivity among 

distributed users. None of the above browsers is fully integrated with the traditional 

HTML browser. Active World browser [14] from Worlds Inc. is another kind of 

multi-user browser !ha! is not a VRML browser, whereas it merges the traditional 

HTML browser into its own browser. However, it can not handle information 

exchange between HTML documents and the objects inside a virtual world. 

3. Design Considerations 

Since the existing WWW browsers have difficulties in creating an interactive 

multi-user virtual world, the SharedWe b system, a three-dimensional web browsing 

system, is designed to support the intelactions among the clients over the WWW 

environment. [15] 

3.1 Mechanisms to Support the Mull i-user lnteractivity over WWW 

There are four intrinsic problemslmust be solved to support the multi-user 

interaction over the WWW environme 1t. They are Client-Information Recording, 

Server-to-Client Callback, Excessive Network Load, and Virtual World Entrance. 

3.1.1 Client-Information Recording 

The WWW server uses a request· and-response technique to serve its client's 

6 
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request. The link between the server, nd client is established only when a client 

issues a request to the server. After th ~ requested information is sent, the link is 

broken and the client is "forgotten" by the server immediately. However, in a multi-

user interaction system, the server needs to keep track of all the users. Since the link 

is broken immediately after the requested information is sent to the client, the WWW 

server does not keep the records of the clients who have requested information. We 

call this the Client Information Recording problem. 

To solve this problem, each brow,er must be able to provide a sequence number, 

called Unique Identification (UID), to uniquely identify itself to the server. Modified 

from Chin's proposal [16-17], the Sha 'edWeb browser uses the combination of Login 

name, Time stamp and listen Port number (LTP) as the UID to identify itself. The 

login name is the nickname of the user to login to a virtual world, the value of the 

time stamp is the time when the brows ~r was first activated and the listen port number 

is the port number that the browser used to receive messages. With this UID number, 

the SharedWeb server can easily identify a new registered user and assigns a User ID 

to that browser. Moreover, the SharedWeb server will record this UID number for 

future reference. 

3.1.2 Server-to-Client Callback 

The link between the server and the client is established only when a client 

issues a specific request. The WWW ~erver does not actively set up a connection to 

its clients; therefore, it does not have the ability to forward information from one 

client to other clients. This is referred as the Server-to.client Callback problem. 

To solve this problem, the Shared Web server is designed to have the ability of 

actively set up connection the clients and forwarding information from one user to 
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other users. 

Another technique being widely discussed recently is "Cookies". [18-19] The 

Cookie technique is based on a two-stage process. First, a "cookie", or a small piece 

of information, is sent by the Web sener and stored in the user's computer without its 

consent or knowledge. Second, the cookie clandestinely and automatically 

establishes connection to the Web server. In its current form, Cookies can not be used 

as the Callback mechanism from WW VV server. 

3.1.3 Excessive Network Load 

Since the link between WWW server and client is established only when a 

request is issued, in addition to the inuinsic network latency, there is a delay 

associated with establishing the link. A central server is usually used in a webbased 

multi·user virtual system to mediate the communication among the clients. [5] The 

network bandwidth will be overloaded very quickly as the number of users increases, 

and the server will rapidly become an : nput/output bottleneck. We describe this 

situation as an Excessive Network Lo~d problem. 

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) [20] is a technique developed by the 

Department of Defense for military training. It is a fully distributed simulation 

environment with no centralized control. In DIS, a concept called Dead Reckoning is 

employed to reduce the network traffic problem. [21-22] The Dead Reckoning model 

uses the current position and velocityhLcceleration to predict the future positions. All 

entities use the same dead reckoning model to update the position of one particular 

entity to achieve consistency. Each entity is responsible for comparing its own dead 

reckoning model with the true model. When the error exceeds a predefined threshold 

value, it needs to inform all entities its new position. SharedWeb can adopt the same 
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concept. The states of all avatars are llpdated based on the respective dead reckoning 

models until the new status change inhrmation of one particular avatar is received. 

The information is sent in the form of,a self-contained data package, called Protocol 

Data Unit (PDU), and forwarded to ea::h participating browser through the 

SharedWeb server. The PDU is sent tc' the SharedWeb server only when the deviation 

of the dead reckoning model from the :rue model exceeds a predefined threshold. 

Hence, the bandwidth requirement can be reduced. 

3.1.4 Virtual 'Vorld Entrance 

For a communication protocol to· support the multiuser interaction over the 

WWW environment, the seamless integration is important for an adopted virtual 

environment to take full advantage of the WWW environment. The user has to be 

able to set up connection to the server,vithout hassle. The problem is referred as 

Virtual World Entrance. 

To solve this problem, we can either embed the multi-user server information 

into the downloaded scene file or allml! the client to issue a query message to the 

WWW server for the information of th~ multi-user server. Although the first option 

is simpler, this method will cause trouble when a multi-user server is crashed and a 

replacement server is activated. As to the second option, the client has to wait until 

the replied HTML document is received before it can be connected to the virtual 

world as Virtual Society from Sony SCL did. [23] Both methods fail to satisfy the 

criteria of the seamless integration as t 1e outline in Section 2. 

The WWW server has to treat the multi-user server as an add-on application in 

order to integrate the network virtual system into the WWW environment seamlessly. 

In the WWW architecture, the WWW 5erver uses the Common Gateway Interface 

9 
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(CGI) to communicate to its add-on aI'plication. [24] Hence, a CGI program can be 

implemented to forward client infonm.tion from the WWW server to the multi-user 

server. Using this approach, whether the multi-user server and the WWW server 

reside in the same host does not matter to the client. In addition, a hierarchy of the 

multi-user servers can be accordingly implemented. The WWW server passes the 

login information of a client to a load ... nonitor program, which will in turn forward 

the client to one of the multi-user servers without the awareness of the client. In this 

case, the multi-user server system canJilave a better load balance and fault tolerance. 

3.2 Time Synchronization 

Time synchronization is another i llportant issue in the multi-user virtual system. 

The multi-user virtual environment is It synthetic world on the network where users 

can navigate and interact with each otter. In our real world, all people use the same 

standard time to synchronize their local clocks and interact with each other. In the 

virtual world, however, the users join tne scene from different computers, and the 

time in each user's virtual world is decided by the respective computer's system time. 

The time needs to be concordant for al users in the same virtual world so that the 

event actions are referring to the same' ::lock. It is the Time Synchronization problem. 

The Network Time Protocol (NT!') has been used to synchronize the time of a 

computer client or server to another server or reference time source, such as a radio or 

satellite receiver or modem. It provides client accuracy typically within a millisecond 

on LANs and up to a few tens of milli$econds on WANs relative to a primary server 

synchronized to Coordinated Universa. Time (UTC) via a Global Positioning Service 

(GPS) receiver, for example. Typicall'iTP configurations utilize multiple redundant 

servers and diverse network paths, in crder to achieve high accuracy and reliability. 

10 
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Some configurations include cryptognlphic authentication to prevent accidental or 

malicious protocol attacks. [25] 

The NTP architecture, protocol and algorithms have evolved over almost two 

decades, with the latest NTP Version 3 and 4 designated an Internet standard. Among 

the goals of this design are: [26] 

1. Optimize the computer clock accuracy and stability, subject to constraints of 

network overheads and/or telephone toll charges, relative to local and/or remote 

sources of time. 

2. Enhance the reliability by detectin,~ and discarding misbehaving local and/or 

remote sources and reconfiguring network paths as necessary. 

3. Automatically adjust algorithm pa 'ameters in response to prevailing network 

delay/jitter conditions and the measured stability of the computer clock oscillator. 

The NTP technique can help the ~haredWeb system to achieve time 

synchronization. All users synchroni2e their time with SharedWeb server using the 

NTP technique before they enter the global virtual world. It can ensure that one event 

happens at the same time for all users in the same virtual world. 

4. The SharedWeb System 

With the mechanisms presented n the previous section, the SharedWeb system 

provides a natural extension of the WWW environment to amulti-user virtual 

environment. The infrastructure of the SharedWeb system is shown in Figure 1. The 

nodes of the SharedWeb system can te classified into two types: the server site and 

11 
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the browser site. The browser site is composed of four modules: Multiple 

Participants Interface, 3D Render Eng me, Chat Phase, and WWW Homepage Viewer 

modules. The server site is built on top of the existent WWW server with two 

modules: a CGI program and the Shan!dWeb server. The server and the browser are 

communicated by the SharedWeb Communication Protocol (SWCP), which will be 

fully explored in the next subsection. Each of these modules is responsible for the 

tasks described as below: 

, 
Shared\Veh browser 

3D render Chat Homepage 
engme I ,phase Vlewer , 

l l l 
. Multiple.pmticipants interface 

I 

I i t ! 

... I ! 

SharedWeb 

~~ 

I II: ?r~-
1~lIg 'O-:JG-I----.I------+l server 

\V\V\V server '----------' 

Figure 1. InfrastructJre of the SharedWeb system. 

4.1 The Browser Site 

The Multiple Participant Interfac(: module runs on top of Winsock to manipulate 

the interaction between the browser and other users. This module is the kernel of a 

SharedWeb browser. The main functions of this module are to calculate browser's 

12 
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DID, encapsulate and de-capsulate the PDDs, transmit/receive data to/from the 

network, and coordinate messages among 3D Render Engine, Chat Phase, and WWW 

Homepage Viewer modules. 

The 3D Render Engine module p 'ovides a visual window for the user to explore 

the virtual world. When a browser ret:ieves a scene file from the WWW server, it is 

an ASCII file. The scene file will ther be translated into a virtual world database 

recognized by the 3D Render Engine tnodule. 

The Chat Phase module is design~d to support text communication among 

distributed users. This module enhances the interactions among distributed 

participants and, hence,broadens the applicability of the SharedWeb system. Without 

this module, the shared virtual world vliII be a wordless world that makes the user 

bored easily when playing with the ShlredWeb browser. 

The WWWHomepage Viewer m)dule is a standard HTML browser. By 

seamlessly integrating this module into the SharedWeb browser, a user can enter 

another virtual world by double cIickirlg a hyperlink provided on a Homepage or 

inside the virtual world. Further, the user can exchange information with each other 

by using the Homepage and the HTTP protocol. 

4.2 The Server Site 

The WWW server is a gateway fe·r a SharedWeb user to enter a virtual world. 

For the user, he only needs to download a scene file from this WWW server and to 

login his nickname to enter a virtual world. After the WWW server receives the login 

information from a browser, the WWVl server will pass the received user information 

to the SharedWeb server through the CGI program mentioned in the previous section. 

The SharedWeb server module is the kernel of the entire SharedWeb system. 

13 
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This program is responsible for mediating the information exchange among the 

browsers in the same virtual world. That is, all the client information is sent to the 

server and the server is responsible f~' routing the received information to the 

browsers in the same virtual world, wjth the exception of the chat (see Chat PDU 

below) among users. 

4.3 SharedWeb Communication Protocol (SWCP) 

There is no standardized communicati)n protocol for the web-based multi-user virtual 

system. Different protocols have been proposed by various systems over the years. 

[4-5][9] The communication protocol includes steps to join a virtual world, to 

forward messages among distributed users, and to leave the virtual world. On the 

other hand, the DIS standard is by far he most successful technique that enables a 

fully distributed virtual environment to be built on a network. The DIS standard [20] 

defines the clata format, PDU, ancl the,:::ommunication protocol that employs various 

PDUs to achieve the spatial consistency among distributed users. 

Although the DIS standard has been proven to be an effective method to support 

the networked multi-user virtual environment on the Internet, it is not designed for the 

web-based multi-user virtual environment. Inspired by the DIS technique, the 

SharedWeb system adopts the concept of PDUs to provide the multi-user interaction 

over the WWW environment. The PDU design focuses fully on the integration of the 

virtual system into the WWW architecture. Seven PDUs are defined in the 

SharedWeb system: [27] 

l. Initial PDU: This PDU is used to submit the information required to log into a 

virtual world, and to inform other u:;ers that a new user just joined. 

- = 
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2. Acknowledge PDU: When the Sharl~dWeb server receives an Initial PDU from a 

browser, it will respond with an Ad:nowledge PDU to the browser. 

3. End PDU: When a user wants to exjt from the virtual world, it will send an End 

PDU to notify the SharedWeb serve· and all other users. 

4. Object State PDU: Browser uses thi; PDU to send the status-change information to 

the SharedWeb server and other bro ,vsers. To reduce network traffic, this PDU is 

issued only when the dead-reckoned position of the avatar deviates from its actual 

position by a predefined threshold v llue. 

5. Chat PDU: SharedWeb system supp)rts the peer-to-peer chatting protocol. This is 

the only PDU that bypasses the Shm edWeb server. It can prevent the bottleneck on 

the SharedWeb server site as the number of user increases. 

6. HTTP PDU: This PDU has two functions in this system. First, this PDU allows the 

user to send a URL address of a network resource, such as an HTML document or 

a audio clip, to other users. Second, it lets the users control the objects in the 

virtual world from an HTML docurrent. Whenever data are filled into an HTML 

document provided by the SharedWeb browser, this information is sent to its own 

Web server, as shown in Figure 1. 1 he CGI decodes the document and forward the 

information to the SharedWeb serve)". The SharedWeb server then packs the 

information into an HTTP PDU and forwards to other browsers. 

7. Error PDU: When an error occurs bnween the clients and server, users involved 

are informed using this PDU. 

4.4 User Interaction with the Shared Web System 

The user interactions in the Share,iWeb system include six steps: Initialization, 

Login, Update, Chat, HTTP, and End. :28] The SharedWeb browser's start-up page is 

15 
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shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Start-up p,ge of the SharedWeb browser. 

1 

4.4.1 Initialization step 

This is the first step a user joins the multi-user system. Once launched, the 

Shared Web browser (client) shows a homepage with a list of exercises available, as 

shown in the left window in Figure 2.: The user selects the exercise and downloads 

the virtual worlel scene file and the rel!lteel information document. 

4.4.2 Login step 

The lIser keys in a nickname of h s/her choice in the lower-right "Input User 

Name" window in Figure 2. After th~ SharedWeb server receives the Initial PDU, it 

will register the user and send an Ackllowledge PDU back to the SharedWeb browser. 
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Figure 3 is an example of the browser lfter the registration is completed. 

Figure 3. Viewpoint of the lrd tank commander after registration. 

4.4.3 Update step 

The user now can start to navigat(~ the avatar in the virtual world. The 

SharedWeb browser provides a control bar and an HTML form, as shown in Figure 3. 

The user can use either one to control the avatar. When the dead-reckoned position of 

the avatar deviates from its actual posr ion by a predefined threshold value, the 

browser automatically sends an Object State PDU to the server to inform other users 

in the same virtual world its update po ,it ion. 

4.4.4 Chat step 

The user Llses a chat window, as shown in Figure 3, to send text messages to any 
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or all users in the same virtual world. The SharedWeb has adopted the Internet Relay 

Protocol [29] in its Chat PDU design. 

4.4.5 HTTP step 

The SharedWeb system can integrate Web resources into the virtual world. This 

is achieved by implementing the HTT? PDU. The user can send a URL address to 

other users in the same virtual world. The SharedWeb browser receiving the HTTP 

PDU will auto-download this HTML document from the addressed WWW server. 

4.4.6 End step 

The user can exit from the virtual world by select "Exit World" under the "File" 

menu. The browser sends an End PDU to the SharedWeb server. 

5. SharedWeb System Implementati:m 

The SharedWeb system is implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ version 5.0. 

The SharedWeb server runs on Windo'Ns NT Server version 4.0 with an embedded 

WWW server. The SharedWeb brows'!r is currently available as a standalone 

browser. In the future, it will be implemented as a plug-in application for the 

Netscape Communicator and Internet ;~xplorer. The user interface of the SharedWeb 

browser is shown in Figure 2 and 3. 

As displayed on the upper-right window of Figure 2, Viscape from Superscape 

Inc. [30] is used as the 3D Render En~ ine. When the browser is initiated, the user 

will get SharedWeb system information in the left HTML window. After the user has 

successfully logged in a virtual world, the Chat Input Box will be activated 

automatically and all of the users' names inside the virtual world will be listed in the 
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User List Window. Further more, a "~end URL" button will emerge at the same time, 

as shown in Figure 4. The "Send URL" button is a special function for the user to 

send a hyperlink resource, such as an HTML document or audio clip, to other users. 

This function is another feature for the SharedWeb system to be seamlessly integrated 

into the WWW environment. 

Figure 4. A sc~ne in the virtual campus. 

Arter the "Send URL" bu[[on is 4licked, it will disappear and a l1ighlighted 

message will be displayed in Chat Output Window to notify the user. In the 

meantime, the label of the Chat Input 30x is changed to "URL:" for the user to input 

the URL address of a network resourd~, such as an HTML document or audio clip. 

Moreover, the sender selects the receiFer(s) by clicking one or more name(s) from the 
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User List Window. By clicking the 0:<. button, the specified network resource will 

then be automatically forwarded to th{ receiver(s). 

To fully explore the features prO\, ided by the SharedWeb system, four virtual 

worlds have been constructed. The following scenarios are the virtual worlds 

currently supported in the SharedWeb environment. The user can move from one 

scenario to another without logging Ot t. 

5.1 Virtual Office 

Virtual Office is an application of the SharedWeb system to demonstrate the 

benefits of integrating an HTML browser with a 3D browser. The scene of this 

virtual world is shown in Figure 5. T:le scenario of this demonstration is the Office 

of Administration. The user can request an application form in the HTML format. 

The form requested will appear on the left window in Figure 5. After filling the form, 

the user can submit it by clicking the "Confirm" button. The chatting capability in 

this demonstration provides a means for the student to ask questions in case he/she 

has any questions about the procedure.;. 
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Figure 5. A scene in the Virtual Office and the form requested in HTML form. 

Three methods are provided by tile SharedWeb system for students to access the 

application form. The first method is to ask a virtual employee, who also logs in via a 

SharedWeb Browser, in the virtual oft1:e to send him/her the application form. The 

second way to retrieve the appJication~form is to click a virtual photo on the wall that 
, 

represents a particular application form. The third way for the student to access any 

application form is [0 click the HTMU hyperlinks. 

5.2 Virtual Campus 

The virtual campus is modeled w th the campus of Tamkang University in 

Taiwan. The user can walk through th: campus and access to different virtual 

buildings and virtual offices. Figure 4 in Section 5 shows an example of the scenes 

the user sees in the virtual campus. The Office of Administration in scenario 5.1 is 
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one of the virtual offices the user can f nter. 

5.3 Bumper Cars 

This is a game of bumper cars. Each user controls his/her own car and bumps 

with other cars, as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. A sc;:ne in the Bumper Cars. 

5.4 Tank Commander 

This il1lcractive lank combat ganh is a prototype a system integrating the 3D 

technique and WWW environment. 'li1is application is a 3D version of the role-
" 

j 

playing game (RPG) simulation. 

Traditionally, RPG is a two-dimel1sional graphical display environment. It has 

an interactive dialog box, or commanq sheet, for the user to control his character 
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inside the game. Since the SharedWeb system fully integrates the HTML browser 

with the virtual reality navigator, the c)mmand sheet can be easily implemented by 

the HTML document so that the conte lt of the command sheet can be dynamically 

modified. Also, a game master is required for RPG to control the game rules. For the 

SharedWeb system, the game master was implemented in the SharedWeb server. 

The prototype system allows thre~ users to enter virtual battlefield, the 

"bluetank," the "redtank," and the "rebree". BIuetank and redtank can use the 

HTML docllment to control two tanks each in the virtu~1 battlefield. Figure 3 in 

Section 4.4.2 shows the viewpoint of t le red tank commander. The user command 

sheet has automatically downloaded into the HTML browser. The user can input data 

to control tank movements. In additioil, check buttons allow the user to choose 

whether or not to fire tank missiles. After the user inputs the commands and presses 

the "Confirm" button, an HTTP PDU fs sent to the Sharedweb server. The server 

then forwards it to all participants and the status of the tank is modified accordingly. 

6. Conclusion and Future 'Yorks 

The SharedWeb system has been mccessfully tested in both the Local Area 

Network (LAN) and Wide Area NetwNk (WAN) environment. The major concern is 

the time delay in the information exchange among the SharedWeb browsers. The 

time delays in the LAN environment a"'e very small. In WAN, however, the network 

congestion is always a concern. The SharedWeb system uses the Dead Reckoning 

technique to reduce the network traffic created by the interactions among the users. 

However, there is not much can be done to deal with the congestion in the Internet 

itself. After all, unlike DIS--which is ,'unning in an isolated network-- all the users in 
l 

the world share the Internet. We have no control over when other users would create 
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a heavy traffic in the Internet. In any case, the Dead Reckoning technique can 

maintain the interactivity even when the congested network delays the PDUs. After 

receiving a delayed PDU, proper dela)' compensation and smoothing are needed to 

make the interaction realistic. [31] 

This report has presented the COl1!:ept of seamless integration of the multi-user 

system into the WWW environment. 'VVith this seamless integration, the existing 

WWW server can easily support multi -user interactivity, and a shared virtual world 

can thus be easily constructed. The irfrastructure and the communication protocol of 

this concept have been fully elaborated in this report. In addition, the architecture of 

a web-based multi-user system, called the SharedWeb system, has also been 

presented. Under the architecture of the SharedWeb system, the existing WWW 

server remains intact while supporting the multiple participant interactions. More 

significantly, the SharedWeb environa ent is transparent to the users. That is, each 

user only needs to download a scene file from a WWW server andlogins with his 

nickname, and the WWW server will then gracefully transfer the user to an 

appropriate SharedWeb server. 

Although the SharedWeb system .mccessfully demonstrates the concept of 

seamless integration, more researcheSlre still required to improve the multi-user 

interaction. For example, the consistency control of the shared objects is an important 

function for computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) type of applications. [32] 

Moreover, in a virtual environment wfi h N avatars, the current SharedWeb server 

must "broadcast" a change in any avatlr's state to N - I browsers. Thus, in the worst 

case, the server must send N 2 - N PUUs to the network. This approach yields O(N 

2) complexity for updating messages al1d could exhaust the computation power of a 

host even before it saturates the network. To overcome this problem, the concept of 
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spatial culling [33] is currently under investigation for the SharedWeb system. 

Multi-server architecture of Shan:dWeb system is another important future work. 

This architecture can further scale up the number of participants as well as provide 

the fault tolerance feature on the serve' site. 
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